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Abstract -

The Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) in a building affects occupants’ well-being and productivity. Traditionally, models are developed to predict IEQ satisfaction from physical measurements. These approaches work fine in a laboratory environment but tend to fail in real-world applications. Recent work focuses on collecting direct human feedback on IEQ. However, existing approaches either lack the ability to capture the multiple dimensions of IEQ or the integration with other domain knowledge, e.g. from building information modeling or building automation systems. To tackle this problem, we have developed a novel approach based on Semantic Web Technologies (SWT) which enable interoperability and reasoning. In this paper, the HBC (Human Comfort in Building) ontology is presented, which formally specifies the domain of IEQ in multiple dimensions and relates it to adjacent domains. An online survey is designed in order to specify ontology requirements and collect human feedbacks for evaluating the ontology. We evaluate the use of the HBC ontology in two use cases in an office building: recommendation of spaces based on IEQ factors and recommendation of settings for technical equipment from collected feedbacks.
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1 Introduction

In modern life, people spend between 80% and 90% of their time indoors \cite{1}. Recent studies have shown that Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) not only can affect occupants’ well-being, but also their productivity \cite{2}. Dimensions, or factors, of IEQ are amongst others indoor air quality (IAQ), thermal comfort, visual comfort and acoustic comfort. In the past, researchers have identified a number of physical measurements which correlate with IEQ. In experiments, human satisfaction is determined from questionnaires while measuring physical quantities identified to correlate with IEQ (e.g. \cite{3}). From the results, models have been developed to predict IEQ satisfaction from measurements.

However, since standards have often been found to be at odds with the requirements of occupants \cite{4}, recent work focuses on using direct human observations on IEQ with the aim to improve IEQ satisfaction of users \cite{5, 6}.

In the current state of art, several studies and tools exist to capture occupant experiences in buildings: Comfy \cite{7}, TherMOOstat \cite{8}, CrowdComfort \cite{9}, CBE Occupant Feedback Toolkit \cite{10} and MYBUILDINGMESSAGE \cite{11}.

Comfy, TherMOOstat and CrowdComfort share a common downside: the inability to capture other IEQ factors besides thermal comfort. For CBE Occupant Feedback Toolkit and MYBUILDINGMESSAGE, although they can capture various IEQ dimensions, they lack the ability to integrate the occupants’ experiences automatically with information from adjacent domains, e.g. Building Information Modeling (BIM).

There are also projects which try to capture occupants’ experiences while integrating with adjacent domains. For instance, Twitter surveys have been used to integrate occupants’ thermal comfort experiences \cite{12}. YouSense is a web-based application which can capture human observations of spaces. It is built on the expressiveness of the EXPERIENCE vocabulary—a lightweight vocabulary for describing human experiences \cite{6}. The authors argue that it is usable for linked data applications via collecting human experiences. However, it is notable that EXPERIENCE has a more general scope beyond IEQ factors.

To address these limitations of existing approaches, we developed an ontology that formally specifies human experiences on the several dimensions of IEQ in spaces. The ontology is aimed to derive a better understanding of perceived comfort, spaces, and relations between them. Further on, this ontology-based approach allows to infer new information given rules and linkages to information modeled according to BIM and BAS. We also designed a survey for collecting experimental data. The process of ontology development follows a well-known approach called METHONTOLOGY \cite{13}. Semantic Web Technologies are used for ontology implementation, such as
OWL DL and SWRL rules. The ontology is populated based on experimental data using OWL API. We evaluated the ontology by means of SPARQL queries with regard to the targeted scenarios.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the designed online human experience survey. Section 3 presents the HBC ontology and the development process of HBC. Section 4 shows the application of evaluation of HBC ontology in two use-cases. Section 5 discusses the limitation and future work. Section 6 provides the concluding remarks.

2 Online Human Experience Survey

We designed a human experience survey using an online questionnaire tool in order to gather data as an input for ontology development and validation.

There are thirteen questions that are about location (question 1), IEQ (question 2-5) and settings of building objects (question 6-13). Questions related to IEQ are the core parts. Apart from reviewing literature, we interviewed domain experts on common terms used. We designed questions and possible answers for assessing the IEQ aspects of human experiences.

Occupants can assess the quality of a certain IEQ as positive, neutral and negative. For instance, according to a person’s experience, the thermal comfort can be assessed as positive. However, it is unknown whether the positiveness of thermal comfort is caused by feeling warm or cold. People can feel warm positively, or on the other hand cold positively due to differences in their age, culture or psychological factors. Therefore, we not only capture thermal comfort by quality, but also thermal sensation. In this way, thermal comfort can be assessed by the combination of them. Similar design choices were made for questions about acoustic comfort and visual comfort.

However, there is no duality for IAQ. Since, normally, people have a positive feeling when the air is fresh; when the air is stuffy, the quality assessment is negative.

The last part of the survey is about the settings of building objects. After finishing the questions about IEQ assessments, occupants have to report settings of building objects at that moment.

3 Human Comfort in Buildings (HBC) Ontology

3.1 Ontology Engineering Methodology

METHONTOLOGY [13] is an ontology engineering method we adopted for building the HBC ontology. It is widely used as it provides sufficient descriptions and allows ontology reuse [14]. It is an iterative process along with knowledge acquisition and evaluation as supporting activities. In this section we provide an overview of the steps of METHONTOLOGY.

3.2 Specification

The Specification stage consists of domain analysis and knowledge acquisition in the course of expert interviews and literature reviews. While designing the survey questions, the requirements of the ontology are identified which include the scenarios in which the ontology is used. Also a set of terms along with their characteristics are identified.

The HBC ontology models the scenario that an occupant describes about his/her experience at certain times in a space. Conceptually, the HBC ontology is divided into three modules: Hex ontology, bim4Hex ontology and Time ontology (see Figure 1). The module of Time describes necessary time concepts for the Hex ontology. Modularizing the HBC ontology is good for (1) reusing ontologies, (2) maintaining and extending ontologies.

Figure 1. Modules of HBC ontology

Competency questions are the set of the questions that the ontology should be able to answer (See Table 1). These competency question are evaluated via specific use-cases.

3.3 Conceptualization

As proposed in METHONTOLOGY [13], the domain knowledge is conceptualized into a model that satisfies the ontology requirements in the Conceptualization activity. It is worth mentioning that there is no single correct way to model the domain of interest. There are always alternative design choices.

Figure 2 shows the overall conceptualization of the HBC ontology. This graphical representation has been created using the Graffoo method [15].

3.3.1 Hex Module

The concept classification of IEQ factor is shown in Figure 2. Thermal comfort, visual comfort, acoustic comfort and IAQ are the factors considered for IEQ factors, which makes them subclasses of IEQFactor. Also, they
Table 1. Basic (1-9) and complex (10-11) competency questions.

### Competency Questions

1. What are the spaces where people experienced positive thermal/visual/acoustic comfort and air quality?
2. What are the spaces where people experienced negative thermal/visual/acoustic comfort and air quality?
3. What are the spaces where people experienced neutral thermal/visual/acoustic comfort and air quality?
4. What are the spaces where good/bad/neutral experiences?
5. What are the spaces where people experienced as a quiet space?
6. What are the spaces where people experienced dim light?
7. When do people usually have good experience of space?
8. When do people usually experience positive visual comfort?
9. When do people experience quietness?
10. What are the equipment settings when people feel cold and report negative thermal comfort?
11. What could be the adjustment of shading device settings when people report negative visual comfort in a certain space?

are primitive classes. Furthermore, \( IEQFactor \) can be decomposed into \( PositiveIEQFactor \), \( NegativeIEQFactor \) and \( NeutralIEQFactor \) based on the value of \( Quality \) that it connects to via object property \( hasQuality \). Hence, these three subclasses are defined classes.

Figure 3 shows the concept classification tree of sensation. The modeling corresponds to the design of questions in the human experience survey.

The core concept in the Hex module is \( Experience \) (see Figure 2). It connects to \( IEQFactor \) by object property \( isAbout \). \( Experience \) is also a bridge linking the Time module (via \( hasTime \)), and the bim4Hex module (via \( with-ObjectSetting \) and \( hasLocation \)) with the Hex module.

### 3.3.2 bim4Hex Module

The bim4Hex ontology contains all concepts, properties and axioms related to building information in HBC. According to ontology requirements, window, air terminal, shading device and space heater are the types of building objects considered in the domain, but can be extended when required.

Figure 4 shows the concept classification tree of \( BuildingSpace \). Spaces are defined based on whether they contain certain types of building objects or not, and they are all subclasses of \( BuildingSpace \). For example, the concept definitions of \( SpaceWithHeater \) and \( SpaceWithoutHeater \) are presented in listing 1 and they are written in Manchester OWL syntax [16]. The rest of the subclasses are defined in the same fashion.

#### Listing 1. The concept definitions of \( SpaceWithHeater \) and \( SpaceWithoutHeater \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>EquivalentTo</th>
<th>DisjointWith</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( SpaceWithHeater )</td>
<td>( BuildingSpace ) some ( SpaceHeater )</td>
<td>( SpaceWithoutHeater )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( SpaceWithoutHeater )</td>
<td>( BuildingSpace ) and (contains only (not ( SpaceHeater )) )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rules are used to infer rooms that are similar to each other in terms of building objects (see Listing 2). There are nine rules in total. Six rules are omitted here for simplicity, since they are defined in the same fashion as the first two rules. For each type of building objects, there are two rules defined in order to formally specify similar spaces in terms of that specific type. For instance, if two instances are members of class \( :SpaceHeater \), then they are in the relation of \( :isSimilarSpaceHeaterTo \). Similarly, if two instances are members of class \( :SpaceWithoutHeater \), then they are also in the relation of \( :isSimilarSpaceHeaterTo \).

The last rule is defined for inferring spaces that are similar to each other taking all types of building objects into account.

#### Listing 2. Rules defined for inferring similar rooms in terms of building objects

\[
\text{SpaceHeater}(x), \text{SpaceHeater}(y) \rightarrow \text{isSimilarSpaceHeaterTo}(x,y) \\
\text{SpaceWithoutHeater}(x), \text{SpaceWithoutHeater}(y) \rightarrow \text{isSimilarSpaceHeaterTo}(x,y) \\
\ldots \\
\text{isSimilarWindowTo}(x,y), \text{isSimilarSpaceHeaterTo}(x,y), \text{isSimilarShadingDeviceTo}(x,y), \text{isSimilarAirTerminalTo}(x,y) \rightarrow \text{isSimilarObjectTo}(x,y)
\]

### 3.4 Integration

#### 3.4.1 Reusing Existing Ontologies in the Field

One of the principles for designing an ontology is to reuse ontologies whenever it is possible—this idea has served as our guide here as well.

According to the requirements of the ontology and the human experience survey, we identified three areas where
existing ontologies may be reused. These areas are experiences, building information and time. The Linked Open Vocabularies repository (lov.okfn.org) is used to search desired vocabularies. A brief summery of selected ontologies of the current research domain is presented below:

- Experience Vocabulary [6] is used to describe experiences;
- The SAREF (Smart Appliances REFerence) [17] ontology is used for specifying the devices in a space where experiences are provided;
- The S4BLDG ontology [18] is an extension of the SAREF ontology. It is created based on the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) standard for building information. In our approach, it is used for specifying the building information about a space that experiences are about;
- The BOT (Building Topology Ontology) is an ontology "covering only the core concepts of a building" [19]. It provides extra vocabularies for describing the building elements which are not included in the S4BLDG ontology, for example the vocabulary describing the relation between windows and building spaces;

![Figure 2. The overview of HBC ontology and its submodules.](image)

![Figure 3. Concept classification tree of Sensation.](image)

![Figure 4. Concept classification tree of BuildingSpace.](image)
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• **OWL-Time** [20] specifies temporal properties and it is a W3C candidate recommendation. Currently, although this is a draft version and may be updated in future, the main concepts and properties are likely to remain unchanged;

For this article we surveyed also other ontologies about building information, such as ThinkHome [21], DogOnt ontology [22], ifcOWL ontology [23] and Brick schema [24]. However, in terms of the coverage of concepts based on ontology requirements, *S4BLDG* ontology contains major elements that we needed to for the work reported in this paper.

3.4.2 Reused Ontology Fragments

We reuse fragments from the mentioned ontologies as follows. From the *Experience* vocabulary, we use the concept :Experience and the object properties :hasTime and :hasLocation. From the *S4BLDG* ontology, we use the concepts :BuildingSpace, :PhysicalObject, :BuildingDevice, :SpaceHeater, :ShadingDevice and the object properties :contains and :hasSpace. Furthermore, after the evaluation of the reusable ontologies, some of the terms used in the human experience survey are replaced by corresponding terms in existing ontologies. :AirTerminal is defined in the *ifcOWL* ontology [23].

We reuse from the *SAREF* ontology the concepts :Window, :State, :OnOffState, :OpenCloseState, :ShadingDevice and the object properties :hasState and :hasSpace. We make also use of :adjacentElement from the *BOT* ontology and :DateTimeDescription, :Instant and the object properties :inDateTime from the *OWL-Time* ontology. Moreover, the data properties :year, :month, :day, :hour and :minute are also reused.

3.5 Implementation

The ontology was developed using the Protégé editor 5.2. Protégé is extensible and provides a plug-and-play environment. Its editor supports editing SWRL rules and importing ontologies. HermiT [25] supports reasoning with SWRL rules and it is available as a Protégé plug-in. The implementation of the HBC ontology followed a practical guide presented in [26]. Furthermore, we have taken into account the common errors for modeling with OWL DL pointed out by [27].

The collected data of the human experience survey and building information data is converted into OWL from CSV using OWL API. The ontology is published online1.

3.6 Evaluation

Our leading principle has been that the evaluation is not only done at the very end of the process of the development. Rather, it is performed in each phase and between activities of the life cycle. If any mismatch is found, the activities of conceptualization, integration, implementation and evaluation will be performed once more.

In this section we evaluate the correctness of :isSimilarObjectTo object property defined using SWRL rules with sample data presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Sample data to evaluate similar rooms (R) in terms of their equipment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Name</th>
<th>Air Terminal</th>
<th>Space Heater</th>
<th>Shading Device</th>
<th>Window</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R16.2.28</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16.3.29</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16.2.05</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16.3.05</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16.2.11</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16.3.11</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16.2.10</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16.3.32</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 shows the obtained results after executing the SWRL rules. Among all inference results the reasoner correctly inferred that :Room16.2.05 is similar to itself and :Room16.3.05 in terms of building objects.

4 Use-Case

We evaluate the ontology by means of answering all of the competency questions (see Table 1). Essentially, those questions can be categorized into two use cases: *Space recommendation* (1-6) and *Setting recommendation* (10-11). Question 7-9 are about the time feature of experience which further specifies both of the use cases. Hence, all

1https://github.com/TechnicalBuildingSystems/Ontologies/tree/master/hbc
the competency questions are covered by these two use cases. In this section, we describe the use case scenarios, the related queries and results.

4.1 Space Recommendation

4.1.1 Scenario

Often in our daily life we would like to find a certain kind of a space to meet the situation at hand. For example, for studying a textbook, say, in the morning, one might prefer a quiet space. In order to address this need the straightforward question one might ask is, "which spaces are quiet in the morning?"

4.1.2 Query and Result

In order to retrieve answers to the question of finding a quiet space, we envision a SPARQL query depicted in Listing 3. ?QuietPercent is the percentage of experiences about acoustic comfort assessed as quiet.

Listing 3. SPARQL query for recommending quiet spaces in the morning.

```sparql
select ?location (count(*) as ?NrOfAC) ?NrOfQuietAC (?NrOfQuietAC*100/?NrOfAC as ?QuietPercent)
where{
?exp1 hex:isAbout ?AC;
exp:hasLocation ?location.
(select ?location (count(*) as ?NrOfQuietAC)
where{
?exp hex:isAbout ?quietAC;
exp:hasLocation ?location;
exp:hasTime ?datetime.
?datetime time:inDateTime ?time.
?time rdf:type time4hex:Morning.
} group by ?location)
} group by ?location ?NrOfQuietAC
order by desc (?QuietPercent)
```

Figure 6 shows the result of the above query with the experimental data obtained through a survey conducted in an office building. According to the chart, Room16.2.20 is the space that receives the highest percentage of experience feedbacks about quiet acoustic comfort in the morning. Consequently, this room seems to be recommendable in a first attempt.

The competency questions 1-6 can be verified by similar SPARQL queries. It is only necessary to replace the type of ?quietAC, ?AC and ?time by changing the part after rdf:type.

4.2 Setting Recommendation

4.2.1 Scenario

Equipment settings can be recommended to occupants depending on their comfort requests, if the system that exploits the Hex ontology is integrated with a building control system. For example, if an occupant experiences that the light is too bright in a certain space and requests for a dim light, then the system can recommend settings for the controllable devices in order to provide better visual comfort. The query corresponding to this example is "what kind of shading device settings can be applied for providing positively dim light in a space?".

4.2.2 Query and Result

The query shown in Listing 4 is about obtaining the objects and their related states when the occupants report their positive visual comfort with dim visual sensation. The rooms which are similar to each other in terms of objects can be retrieved by property :isSimilarObjectTo—inferrred using the mentioned SWRL rules. Figure 7 shows the result of this query.

Listing 4. SPARQL query for recommending settings of dim visual comfort in the morning.

```sparql
select ?location ?object ?state (count(*) as ?NrOfSetting)
where{
bim4hexABox:Room16.3.12 bim4hex:isSimilarObjectTo ?location.
?exp hex:isAbout ?com;
exp:hasTime ?time;
exp:hasLocation ?location;
hex:withObjectSetting ?setting.
?time time:inDateTime ?datetime.
?datetime rdf:type time4hex:Morning.
?com rdf:type hex:PositiveIEQFactor,
hex:DimVisualComfort.
?setting rdf:type bim4hex:ShadingDeviceSetting;
bim4hex:hasSettingObject ?object;
bim4hex:hasSettingState ?state.
FILTER (?location !=
bim4hexABox:Room16.3.12)
} group by ?location ?object ?state
order by desc (?NrOfSetting)
```

The presented query corresponds to the competency question 11. Similarly, the query can be designed for question 10 by changing the types of ?com and ?setting. The query and result for competency question 10 are omitted here.

5 Discussion

We evaluated the ontology in two use cases by means of SPARQL queries. As we reported the results are promising.
Figure 6. Quiet spaces in the morning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>NrOfSetting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R16.3.15</td>
<td>WindShutR16.3.15</td>
<td>PartlyDeployedStateInst</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16.3.19</td>
<td>WindShutR16.3.19</td>
<td>FullyDeployedStateInst</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16.3.19</td>
<td>WindShutR16.3.19</td>
<td>PartlyDeployedStateInst</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16.3.15</td>
<td>WindShutR16.3.15</td>
<td>FullyDeployedStateInst</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16.3.16</td>
<td>WindShutR16.3.16</td>
<td>FullyDeployedStateInst</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16.3.22</td>
<td>WindShutR16.3.22</td>
<td>NotDeployedStateInst</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Ordered recommended settings for positively dim light.

However, we have identified some limitations. First of all, ontology serves merely as an aid for the initial step for analyzing data. Further on, data analysis techniques are required when one desires more profound and rigid results. This is in particular the case when evaluating quantitative or time-encoded data. For instance, an experience about a room from one day ago should in an extended analysis treaded differently than an experience from last year (see the first use-case).

Furthermore, although human experiences can reveal some facts of the reality, it is not sufficient to utilize human experiences alone in an objective way. The great strength comes from combining human experiences within the context of more objective information, such as sensor observations, weather information and so on.

6 Conclusion

Understanding human experiences of Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) has potential benefits including reducing energy demand and enhancing occupants’ comfort. We provide an ontology for capturing human experiences about the several dimensions of IEQ in spaces by means of which we confirm the following hypotheses:

• Human experiences about IEQ factors can provide insights about their spaces;
• Human experiences about IEQ factors can inform building settings.

The ontology consists of three modules: Hex, bim4Hex and Time. It formally defines the domains of IEQ, experiences and their relationship to Building Information Modelling (BIM) and time.

In order to evaluate the HBC ontology, we collected data through designed human experience survey and converted them into the Resource Description Format (RDF) compliant with HBC ontology. With the help of reasoning, all desired implicit data were obtained. SPARQL queries were designed for answering questions based on two identified use cases corresponding the hypotheses. The queries performed over the gathered data are able to provide expected results. This supports a conclusion that HBC has the ability to leverage the Semantic Technologies to provide insights of spaces and inform building settings.

With large sources of human experiences, such as hotel reviews written in text, the system can provide the advanced searching options based on IEQ, e.g. quiet rooms or rooms with good visual comfort. In addition, the ability to predict human IEQ could assist towards more informative control decisions in specific Building Management Systems.
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